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Editorial
Welcome to the September issue of the Rocket, the official journal of the
Penfield Model Engineers Society. As you will be aware by now, our friend
and colleague Lynn Venning stood down from the position of Editor at the
July AGM after a period of twelve years at the helm; and therefore I would
like firstly to extend both the thanks and gratitude of the club and myself to
Lynn for his outstanding effort over the years. Through tireless effort and
much hard work, he and his band of helpers have made this newsletter into
something we may all be truly proud of, and I sincerely hope that I will be
able to live up to the expectations and exacting standard set before me.
For those of you who do not know me, my name is Christopher Mackintosh,
and I am the new Editor of this magazine. Outside of Model Engineering, I
am a full-time student at the University of Adelaide, where I am currently in
my second year of a degree in Aerospace Engineering. I was introduced to
the hobby by my late grandfather, a member of this club, with whom I shared
a passion for live steam.
What does this mean, you may ask. Well, this means I know a lot about
trains. But this club and our hobby is so much bigger than that. I would
invite you all to remember that this magazine is for all facets of our club, and
that I welcome both your contributions and the knowledge they contain.
With that in mind, I welcome you once more to this, the first issue of the
new-look Rocket.
- Ed
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AGM
The AGM was held on July 18th with a relatively high level of attendance from
the Members. Items discussed on the Agenda included the future of the Boat
Pond and possible amendments to the Club’s constitution. Ultimately, the
former has been delegated to a sub-committee formed to examine the
possible avenues at hand and present the best possible outcomes before the
Club at a later date. No specific examples for the latter were presented, and
so the Constitution will remain unchanged with the potential to being
subjected to further review at a subsequent meeting.
Additionally, the AGM also heralded the elections for all office-bearers within
the club. Ray Hall and Peter Henley were unanimously re-elected as
President and Vice-President respectively, as were Barry Grieger as
Treasurer/Historian and Lynn Venning as Secretary.
The Committee was re-elected as per last year – although elected, Mike
Carmody has withdrawn from the committee citing health reasons, and thus
Gerry Dowding has been asked to retain his seat. Gerry also retains the role
of Workshop Manager.
The only change amongst the office-bearers was the withdrawal of Lynn
Venning from the Editorial position, subsequently being replaced by C.
Mackintosh.
Additionally, the Rex Brook Memorial Trophy for the Best New Model has
been awarded to Geoff Ward, as detailed overleaf.
Finally, the Club Member Of The Year award was not presented at this AGM.
This recognition, presented to a club member deemed to have gone above
and beyond the call of duty, may only be presented to an individual once,
which creates issue where the same people are devoting large amounts of
time and effort to the Club each year. It is possible that the criteria for this
award may be amended in the near future to facilitate this.
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Rex Brook Memorial Trophy

Club President Ray Hall (L) presenting Geoff Ward (R) with the Rex Brook
Trophy at the AGM – Ian Jones
The Rex Brook Memorial Trophy, presented for Best New Model at the AGM,
was this year awarded to Geoff Ward for his immaculate Bluebird Railcar set
for the Garden Railway.
Geoff, who has worked on the full-sized Railcars, constructed the set from
full-sized drawings which were redrawn to the correct scale size. It is hoped
that an article on their construction will appear in a future issue of The
Rocket.
The Bluebird Railcars, often accompanied by Geoff’s first modelling attempt,
an SAR 830 class D/E and its train of O wagons, may be seen frequenting the
expanded G Scale layout on Open Days.
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Convention Photos
Although the last edition of the Rocket contained a report detailing the
events over Easter, it would appear that no photos made it to print. The
following are the work of club-member Ian Jones unless otherwise credited.
Alf Bond’s Shay ‘Lafayette’
under steam with Kiwi
Dave Giles riding pillion on
the gas tender. The
locomotive also appeared
at the 2003 Convention,
where a young Editor was
awestruck when he was
allowed to sit in the cab.
Also from Victoria, a
visitor rolls by on
Graeme Tinkler’s 5”
Victorian Railways ‘G’
Class Garratt. One
example of the fullsized locomotive is
preserved in working
order at Puffing Billy.
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AME Editor Brian Carter
out from behind the
camera with wife Sue’s
G.E. Tram.

Bob Nash’s magnificent
Southern PS4 on the
steaming bays – Ed.

Bob Smith’s 5” SAR
Mikado ‘702’ – the fullsize engine is at the Port
Dock Museum – Ed.
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The detail on
visitor Bob
Brown’s Overland
cars had to be seen
to be believed.

The Steaming Bays
were a hive of
activity over the
weekend.

The back-head of a
nicely presented 5”
Gauge Blowfly
Locomotive.
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Loco Power
Ted Crawford
These notes are intended to show the relationship
between the useful power of the loco and the size
and loading of the train. To do this it is necessary
to make assumptions for the weight and load of a
typical carriage, called car for short, and the
weight of a typical loco.

Assumptions used:
1. A typical car weighs 150kg and has a load of
3 adults of 80kg each and 4 kids of 40kg
each. A total of 550kg or 1200lbs.
2. A typical loco including the driver also
weighs 1200lbs.
3. A rolling friction of 1% of the weight which
amounts to a 12lbs pull needed even on a
level track to keep each car or loco moving.
This friction is due to inevitable rubbing
between the wheels and the rail and to any
axle box or springing or coupling friction.
4. A track speed of 8km/h which is 438ft/minute
at a gradient of 1 in 40.
Based on those assumptions, the Tractive Effort and
Horsepower for the various numbers of cars can be
calculated. In practice the cars will vary in load
and weight, as will the loco weight. But to
calculate hp, a total weight of a train has to be
known or assumed.

Calculations:
Tractive Effort or TE
The pull needed to move a weight up a slope of 1 in
40 is a 40th of the weight plus any friction. So each
1200lb car or 1200lb loco needs 1200/40lbs for the
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gradient plus 12lbs for the friction which equals a
total of 30 + 12 = 42lbs TE.
The total for the loco + N cars = (1 + N) x 42lbs
Horsepower
The TE is applied for 438ft/minute (8km/hr) so in
terms of the work rate in ftlbs this is 438ft x
42lbs = 18396ftlbs/min. The hp is found by dividing
by the work rate for 1hp which is 33000ftlbs/min.
18396/33000 = .557hp or in round numbers .6hp.
The total hp needed for the loco plus N cars is (1
+ N) x .6hp.
For a loco + 4 cars the hp = 5 x .6 = 3hp
That figure holds for any loco diesel or steam
based on the assumption that the loco weighs 1200lbs
and each loaded car also weighs 1200lbs.
Weight on Drivers
The difference between the two types is the
proportion of weight needed on the drivers, the
wheels that actually provide the drive.
According to The Concise Encyclopaedia of World
Locomotives the weight on the drivers has to be at
least 3.3 times the TE for a diesel type with smooth
power and 4.3 times the TE for a 2 Cylinder Steam
loco.
Wd for diesel types = 3.3 x (1 + N)lbs weight on
the drivers.
Ws for Steamers = 4.3 x (1 + N)lbs weight on the
drivers.
The table below summarises the results for a 1200lb
loco climbing a 1 in 40 gradient at 8km/h with the
No. Of cars shown. The HP fractions and Weights are
simplified.
Cars
1
2
3
4
5

TE
84
126
168
210
252

hp
1.2
1.8
2.4
3
3.6

Wd
280
420
550
690
830
11

Ws
360
540
720
900
1080

Power per tonne
To a very close approximation the power needed = 1hp
per 1000kg, which is a convenient figure to work with.
The TE=77 and Wd = 254lbs or 116kg.
TE and hp of Steamers
Martin Evans, an ex Editor of the English Model
Engineer, gives a simple formula for the TE, based
on the cylinder bore B, stroke S, wheel diam W in
inches and Boiler Pressure P.
For a 2 cylinder loco TE = (B^2 x S x .8 x P)/W
And as explained above the hp at 8km/hr = TE x
438/33000.
Example(1)
B=2. S=3. P=90psi. W=6
NoteB^2 = B x B)
TE = 2 x 2 x 3 x .8 x 90/8 = 144lbs. Hp = 2.
The loco could manage 2 loaded cars if the weight
on the drivers was 540lbs.
Example(2)
B=3, S=4, P=90, W=8. TE = 324. Hp = 4 ½. Enough
for 6 loaded cars.
Electric Motor Equivalents at 100% efficiency. 90 or
95% is probable. In this case:
1hp = 746watts, 62Amps at 12Volts or 31Amps at
24volts.
1Kwatt = 83Amps at 12volts or 42 Amps at 24volts
and = 1.3hp in round numbers
At 90% 12fficiency the input watts needed are
(1 + N) x 462 = 924 for 1 car, 1386 for 2 cars,
1848 for 3 cars and 2310 for 4 cars.

Starting problems:
Here the Steamer has the advantage as all the thrust
from the pistons at full throttle is available to
accelerate the train, provided that the weight on
the driver wheels is enough.
Not so for a diesel type as anyone who has revved
the motor of a manual gearbox car in top gear and
lifted his foot off the clutch pedal has found out!
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Some form of slipping clutch, hydraulic coupling or
electric transmission is essential for a diesel type
loco.
If the same TE as for the gradient climb could be
applied then the acceleration from standing can be
worked out in this way.
The mass of the train including the loco is equal
to the loaded weight of all the cars plus the weight
of the loco all divided by gravity which is 32.2
ft/sec/sec.
The acceleration is the Tractive Effort / mass.
Example: 4 loaded cars each 1200lbs and a 1200lb
loco. Total weight is 6000lbs.
The mass is 6000/32.2 = 186.3 and from the table
the TE for 4 cars is 210lbs.
The acceleration of that mass and TE is 210/186.3
= 1.13ft/sec/sec.
8Km/hr =
438ft/minute = 7.3ft/sec so its going to take
7.3/1.13 secs to reach 8Km/hr. That is 6.5 secs if
the TE can be smoothly applied from the start.
The distance to reach speed is :½ x acc. X
t^2 = ½ x 1.13 x 6.5 x 6.5 = 24ft.
T^2 is t squared or t x t.
The conclusion is that there is probably no point
in having a useful hp greater than about 3 for up to
4 cars except possibly to provide a smoother start
for the diesel type.

Visiting locomotive
3807 in 5” gauge at
the 56th AALS
Convention at Easter
with a nice rake of
wagons in tow.
- Ed.
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Visiting locomotive EL-54 from the Copper Coast Railway at Kadina – L .Venning

The Scarlet Manuka
Now that you Editor’s back is turned, it is time for me to step in. I too would
like to thank Lynn for his service over the years, the hard work, all done
without the assistance of one such as myself, must have felt like a lifesentence. I will say no more, other than to ask who the young man yanking
aimlessly on the throttle of Lynn’s locomotive on the July Open Day was.
That red hair must have cooked his brains – the gearbox was in Neutral....

Q: What do you call a Treasurer counting gate-takings?
A: A Grieger Counter.
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Open Day Reports
Lynn Venning
Sunday the 24th of June saw a moderate number of visitors including one
birthday party group attend and enjoy themselves.
Samuel Wittwer, a visitor from the Copper Coast Railway, was first out on the
track with his EL 54 loco in its CFCLA colours. Samuel managed at least two
circuits hauling passengers before being joined by our members with their
trains as they (our members) were too still having their lunch or just thinking
about getting their trains out on the track.
Sunday the 29th of July Open Day also had a reasonable turn out of visitors,
with three birthday party groups turning up to enjoy the afternoon.
With up to eight trains running (one being ‘Tiny”, providing a bit of steam and
smoke) at various times there were plenty of choices for our visitors to select
a different train to ride on. It was good to see Barry Dunstan running his MIC
6 and trailer taking passengers for a ride around the track.
Unfortunately both S385 and 135 retired early due to mechanical problems.
Sunday the 26th of August, a
rather cool day, but no rain, saw a
good turn-out of visitors, including
three birthday party groups and a
contingent from DECCA paying us
a visit. Five trains operated
throughout the day giving the
delighted visitors a good choice of
trains to ride on. There was also
plenty of steam and smoke with
Tiny among the locos running. The
club’s loco, 700, was on standby
but was not needed.

Tiny steaming out of the station on
August 26th – L. Venning
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Penfield Posse
Due to a shortage of material, there is not much to report on behalf of the
Penfield Posse and the ¼ Scale Speedway. Consequently, I am drawing once
more upon the work of Ian Jones to provide a depiction of the goings on ‘on
the track’ over the passing months.
- Ed.
Hives of activity in the
Pit Area as the cars are
prepared for their next
session on the clay.

See the dirt fly! The
Bassett Racing Sprintcar
in action on the
Speedway.
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Out In the Garden
Alas, a shortage of material has also impacted on the report from the Garden
Rail section in this issue. The Mini Convention for the Garden Railway, held
earlier this year, was deemed to be a success by all those involved and a full
report on this event will be included in the next instalment of the Rocket.
Bernie Williams has taken delivery of a new G scale Diesel locomotive to add
to his collection, which has recently had its first appearance at the club. It is
modelled on a locomotive of the Deutsches Bundesbahn (German Railways),
and matches his existing rake of DB coaches very well.
Finally, member Geoff Ward also received the Rex Brook Memorial Trophy at
the AGM for his immaculate Bluebird railcar set. It is hoped that some notes
on their construction will appear in a future issue of the rocket. Geoff was
also awarded the
distinction of having a
photograph of these
models appear in the
Convention Report of
the Australian Model
Engineering magazine.
Bernie Williams’ new
locomotive traversing the
garden on the August
Open Day – L. Venning
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Around the Boat Pond

As you all know, the winds of change are building around the boat pond at
this point in time. Although a key aspect, and indeed an icon of our club and
its diverse interests, the pond is currently under threat of re-development.
The predominant reason for this proposal is the prohibitive cost of
maintaining the water level in the pond throughout the year, particularly
over the summer months, due to the large levels of evaporation experienced
by the vast surface area of the lake.
Consequently, a sub-committee comprising of Members from all facets of the
club has been formed in order to determine the best possible outcome for
the scenario at hand. At this time, the use of water from the arterial bores
located across the land controlled by the former Land Management
Commission is prohibited due to the contamination of the ground-water
around the GM Holden site; and recycled water, provided by the Salisbury
Council, is at a premium. The submission of alternative solutions is invited by
the sub-committee, which is presided over by Ray Hall and the Committee. A
present suggestion is to remove the tapered end of the pond towards the car
park which is not often used by the boats during the racing season due to the
small turning-radius.

One of the boats under
close examination at the
Pond-side.

- Ian Jones

News Desk
As you may be aware, there is quite a lot going on in and around our club at
the moment. Firstly, I wish to draw your attention to the PMES Member’s
Survey for 2012 provided on the inside of the back cover of this magazine. I
would ask that these be filled out and returned to the club by the next
General meeting so they may be of some assistance in the formulation of a 510 year business strategy for the club. This is required for the Penfield
Sporting Association, which governs the land leased to us on behalf of the
former LMC.
On the subject of the PSA, the AGM was held in the Golf Club’s Clubhouse on
September the 11th at 7pm. It is hoped that as many members were able to
attend as possible. I apologise for the lack of notice regarding this, and will
endeavour to inform you of the next meeting before it takes place.
The club will now be opening on both Wednesdays of the approaching school
holidays in order to provide train rides to the children on holidays. If this
experiment is successful, it may become a regular event during the shorter
holiday periods of the year. At this stage it is planned to combine these with
the Wednesday working-bees, where one or two trains will be held in the
station area until required for usage. Consequently, these are not to be
considered full Open Days as the other attractions, the Cars, Boats and
Garden Railway, will not be in operation. This is so organised to take the
busy schedules experienced by the majority of club members into account,
and, subsequently, payment will be on the basis of per train-ride per person.
However, if on these days you wish to take advantage of the club being open
in order to field-test locomotives or any other models, this may be arranged.
Finally, the club will now be holding an INVITATION RUN AND SPONSORS
DAY on Saturday the 3rd of November. This is an opportunity to enjoy the
park and its facilities free from the pressure of Public Running, while saying
‘thank you’ to those who have supported our club over the past year. All
members of kindred societies are invited to attend, BRING YOUR AALS
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BOILER CERT. Gates Open at 10am, and a Sausage Sizzle will be provided at
4pm.

Maintenance
After the conclusion of the AGM, the Club grounds were subjected to the
visitation of some vandals who cut the padlock on the equipment shed and
stole the Club Fire engine, before proceeding to drive it through the fence
into the adjacent driving range of the Golf Course. Following this, the vehicle
was used to ram the Workshop roller-door in a potential attempt to access
the contents inside. SAPOL attended the scene, however there is not yet any
indication as to whether the offender/offenders has or have been
apprehended. Nothing appears to have been stolen, and the damage to the
Fire Truck appears minimal. The padlocks have been replaced, and additional
means of securing them are being investigated.
Karl and his band of helpers are progressing with several new sets of points in
order to lay another section of rail connecting the yard to the main line. This
will provide a more functional method of removing trains from the system
without the need for reversing back off the outer loop. A further report will
appear in the next issue.
The preparation for the extension of the Workshop continues, with the
placement of additional uprights for the frame.
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Ray Hall and Mike Carmody with the Mayor of Salisbury Council,
Councillor Gillian Aldridge, and entourage – Ian Jones

Murray Hill and his blue Deltic Diesel at the 56th AALS Convention – Ian Jones
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Coming Events:
September:
11/09 – Penfield Sporting Association AGM: 7pm start, Golf Club Clubhouse
19/09 – General Meeting: 7.30pm start
26/09 – Inaugural School-Holiday Wednesday Opening
30/09 – Open Day: Gates Open 12pm – 4.30pm

October:
03/10 – School-Holiday Wednesday Opening
13/10 – Compulsory Training Day: 2pm start, 4.30pm Sausage Sizzle
13/10 – Twilight Run: Gates Open 6pm
17/10 – General Meeting: 7.30pm start
28/10 – Open Day: Gates Open 12pm – 4.30pm

November:
03/11 – Invitation Run and Sponsors Day:
Gates Open 10am, 4.00pm Sausage Sizzle, No General Public
Admittance and potential for Night-Running
10/11 – Twilight Run: Gates Open 6pm
21/11 – General Meeting: 7.30pm start
25/11 – Open Day: Gates Open 12pm – 4.30pm
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PMES Member Survey 2012
This Survey is applicable only to the Members of the Penfield Model Engineers Society
Inc. for the purposes of better establishing services for members and formulating 5-10
year business plans as required by the Penfield Sporting Association. You may remain
Anonymous.

Name:

Predominant Interest In The Club:

Additional Interests:

Modelling Interests (List from Primary to Tertiary if required):

Currently Completed Models and Brief Description (if Applicable):

Models Under Construction and Brief Description (if Applicable):

What do you get out of your club?

What improvements do you wish to see in the club and The Rocket?

YOUR CLUB NEEDS

YOU

